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See opportunity in a whole new way.

A generational approach to vision care
As a leading provider in patient financing, one division of CareCredit has focused on vision care for 16 years and seen
dramatic advances in ophthalmic treatment and surgical techniques. New possibilities for patients can cost more, and
studies confirmed consumers were spending more time researching procedures and payment options. Further research
revealed age or stage of life were key to reaching and converting vision patients of different age groups and generations,
and CareCredit wanted to share these insights and expand its usage with ophthalmologists and refractive surgeons. That’s
when it called on S&A (as it has for 15+ years) to devise an effective strategy and execute a spot-on marketing plan.
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mailer introduced the
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curiosity before key
industry trade shows.
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Don’t see yourself
in readers?
Ask us about the latest procedures that can help you achieve
precise vision up close and far. We accept the CareCredit
healthcare credit card with convenient financing options.*

There’s one financing solution that helps you
attract and convert patients of every age.
Whether your patient is a Gen Z or Millennial wanting LASIK, a Baby Boomer with presbyopia wanting to live free of
readers, or an active Senior wanting unclouded, youthful sight with PIOLs, cost can be a barrier to achieving the vision
they want. The CareCredit healthcare credit card with convenient financing options makes it easier for all of them to:
Move forward with your optimal recommendation without delay

Ask us for details or apply at carecredit.com
*Subject to credit approval.

Fit the latest vision correction procedures and treatments into their budget*
As the pros in patient financing, we also provide resources to help you succeed with every generation of patient.

852-178-00

Get to know the pros of patient financing.
Enrolled: 866-859-9975 option 1 then 6
Enroll now: 866-853-8432

A different way to look at patients

A 4-part series of
Quick Guides provided
insights to help drive
relevant messages for
different generations.

*Subject to credit approval. Minimum monthly payment required.
See carecredit.com for details.
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Every generation shares values and behaviors that reveal what motivates them and, just as important, the media paths
they’re most likely to take as they tune in, follow, engage with and search for healthy options. With this in mind, S&A’s
strategic plan focused on connecting CareCredit with specific procedures and ages of vision patients so that messages
would be most relevant for each group (or subgroup) and help drive organic growth. An exploration by generation also
presented an opportunity to promote CareCredit as a thought leader and gain greater acceptance from specialized
vision care professionals.

ADVERTORIAL

Connecting with Dry Eye Patients
of Every Generation
For many patients, continuing treatment
at home and regular check-ups in the
office can help increase compliance.
Creating infographics such as “What is
Dry Eye?” and “What is Your Homework?”
can help make it easy for patients to
follow on their own.

Introduce financing options.
Financing options like the ones available
with the CareCredit credit card can help
bridge the gap between insurance
coverage and the cost of treatment. For
patients who would benefit from manual
gland expression or Lipiflow®, they can
use their CareCredit credit card to pay
for repeat treatment in your practice.*
For some patients, increased screen
usage may be causing them to blink
less, leading them to experience dry eye
symptoms. Patients may also have dry
eye after surgery or with certain medical
conditions. With so many different causes,
it’s no surprise patients of all ages are
seeking treatment for dry eye disease.
Cathi Lyons, administrator for Gordon
Schanzlin New Vision Institute, a TLC
Laser Eye Center, has some tips to help
you connect with dry eye patients
of every generation.

Make education a team effort.
Lyons recommends involving your entire
staff in dry eye education. Everyone
should be well-prepared to help patients
understand what may be causing their
symptoms, as well as their role in treating
the condition.

Using content to improve the view

Colorful displays
designed for waiting
areas and exam rooms
helped to inform patients
about financing options.
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TIP: “We want to make sure everyone
from the people who answer the phones
to technicians to Patient Care Coordinators
are educated on dry eye, so no one is
surprised when somebody asks about it,”
said Lyons.

Your website is another effective way
to connect with patients searching
for information about dry eye. Be
sure to include symptoms, causes
and treatments so patients who are
researching online can find you.

Understand their experience.
Not every generation is equally familiar
with the causes of dry eye and available
treatment options. Millennial patients
may not connect symptoms such
as eye fatigue to dry eyes. However,
Baby Boomers may be familiar with
medical conditions or changes in
hormones that can cause the condition.
By screening every patient, you can
make the best recommendation
to improve their situation.
TIP: “We have all of our new patients fill
out a speed questionnaire to find out
what their potential level of frequency
and severity for dry eye may (or may not) be,”
said Lyons. “Everyone gets a number. We’ll
do additional testing at the consultation
for patients who receive a score indicating
potential dryness concerns.”

“Most insurance will pay for dry eye exams
because you’re going for a medical
diagnosis,” Lyons said. “However, most
patients pay for treatment out-of-pocket.
The cost can keep some patients from
complying with their treatment plan.”
TIP: The CareCredit credit card with special
financing options* can also be used to pay
for expenses that may not be covered by
their insurance. It’s a payment solution
that can help patients fit treatment into
their budget.
Whether patients experience dry
eye from screen usage, after surgery
or because of a medical condition,
incorporating education about the
condition and financing options to help
pay for treatment could help patients
of all ages find relief.
To learn how to engage effectively
with every age group, call the
CareCredit Practice Development
Team at 800-859-9975, option 1,
then 6 to request Generational
Insights Series Quick Guides.

*Subject to credit approval. Minimum monthly payments required. See carecredit.com for details.
This content is subject to change without notice and offered for informational use only. You are urged to consult with your individual medical, business, financial,
legal, tax and/or other advisors with respect to any information presented. CareCredit, Synchrony Financial and any of its affiliates (collectively, “Synchrony”) make
no representations or warranties regarding this content and accept no liability for any loss or harm arising from the use of the information provided. Your receipt
constitutes your acceptance of these terms and conditions.
This insert was independently produced by CareCredit. Ophthalmology Management had no part in its production. The views expressed here
do not necessarily reflect those of the editor, editorial board, or the publisher, and in no way imply endorsement by Ophthalmology Management.
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PART 1

First in the Generational Insights Series.

Engaging the
Next Generation
PART 2
of LASIK Patients:

Many Millennial patients value
online appointments and
payments
in doctor
selection.4Insights Series.
Second
in the Generational
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Millennials Engaging
and
Cathi Lyons, administrator for Gordon Schanzlin
New Vision Institute, A TLC Laser Eye Center.

In 2015,

Millennials surpassed
Baby Boomers as
America’s largest living
generation.1 Born from 1981 to 1997, these selfietaking, social-sharing young adults are candidates for
LASIK — they can enjoy a lifetime without the hassle
of glasses or contacts. With a population of 75.9 million,1
this generation represents an opportunity to grow
your LASIK business for years to come. The key is
in understanding how (and where) to connect
with Millennials to attract them to your practice.

While social media can be a fun way to share
your practice’s unique culture, it’s important to
communicate to your team what is appropriate
to post. “Millennials love that social media isn’t
serious all the time. But they’re still patients and
they expect staff to be professional,” Casebolt said.

Gen X
Boomers about
The in-practice experience still matters.

Millennials may spend a lot of time online, but they
still value good customer service. They want to feel
like their concerns are heard and their needs are met.
“Millennials want to know they’re being cared for,
that they’re getting the best value for their money,”
said Lyons.
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of their conversation
By teaching patients about vision changes they can
in their social group,” said
expect, you could help them see you as the expert
and keep them coming back for your recommendation.
LASIK
This could even help their children feel comfortable
coming to you for their vision care, helping you see
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more patients of all ages.

Meet the search-savvy generation.
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An Educated Staff Equals Informed Patients
Patients may see their parents and grandparents wearing
readers, but may not understand it’s due to presbyopia.
That’s why it’s so important to include your entire team
in educating patients about age-related vision changes
and the treatment options available to help them see
clearly without glasses.

TIP: “We’ll have an evening seminar where we cater
in a meal and the doctor is there to present. The more
educated we are with what we’re offering, the better
we’re able to explain it to our patients,” Ratliff said.

To help ensure your staff is prepared to discuss
presbyopia with Gen X, Baby Boomers and other
patients, provide opportunities for them to
learn throughout the practice. Try incorporating
one-on-one coaching after an appointment,
sharing articles about customer service best
practices or hosting after-hours learning sessions
into your routine.

Financing Can Help Them
Move Forward
Cost may keep both Gen X, Baby Boomers and
other patients from getting the presbyopia treatment they want or need. Whether they choose
monovision LASIK or refractive lens exchange,
the CareCredit credit card can help them move
forward with your recommendation.
TIP: “We send a packet of information that includes
a CareCredit brochure,” Ratliff said. “They could print
it online, but just receiving a package in the mail
simplifies the process.”
CareCredit also provides your practice with
the support you need to help you reach your
goals. “Our CareCredit Practice Development
Manager comes in three or four times a year and
shadows our staff, does presentations and reviews
our stats from CareCredit reports,” Casebolt said.
Baby Boomers are influenced by physicians, but
research options, challenge assumptions and rely
on conversations to make healthcare choices.1
As patients get older and experience changes
in their vision, they look for providers they can
trust to educate them about their eyesight and
recommend the best treatment options for their
lifestyle. By ensuring your staff can discuss
presbyopia with Gen X and Baby Boomers and
tell them about financing options available to
help pay for treatment, you could help more
patients enjoy precise vision for years to come.
To learn how to engage effectively with
every age group, call the CareCredit Practice
Development Team at 800-859-9975,
option 1, then 6 to request Generational
Insights Series Quick Guides.
1 Healthcare Consumers: The New Reality. Understanding the Generational
Differences and How Marketing Tactics Can Engage Diverse Audiences, S+J
Whitepaper, 2015. http://smithandjones.com/resources/whitepapers/
healthcare-consumers-new-reality/
This content is subject to change without notice and offered for informational
use only. You are urged to consult with your individual business, financial,
legal, tax and/or other advisors with respect to any information presented.
CareCredit, Synchrony Financial and any of its affiliates (collectively, “Synchrony”)
make no representations or warranties regarding this content and accept
no liability for any loss or harm arising from the use of the information provided.
Your receipt constitutes your acceptance of these terms and conditions.
This insert was independently produced by CareCredit. Administrative Eyecare
had no part in its production. The views expressed here do not necessarily
reflect those of the editor, editorial board, or the publisher, and in no way imply
endorsement by Administrative Eyecare.
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To help ophthalmologists and refractive surgeons gain a better understanding of why and how CareCredit could benefit their
patients and practice, S&A proposed a month-by-month roll-out of Vision Care for the Ages. This integrated initiative began
with a poster-fold mailer that invited doctors to the CareCredit booth at top industry tradeshows to learn about the potential
to reach and convert patients of different ages. The agency created an array of educational resources and B2B2C tools,
including a 4-part Quick Guide series with critical insights about patients by generation, from Gen X and Millenials to Boomers
and Seniors. The S&A team also produced white papers and articles for industry periodicals as content cornerstones, along
with in-clinic displays and brochures to help deliver more relevant messages to patients based on their needs and stage of life.

2565-4652 AAO Video

A Webinar series was
launched to help staff
members learn how
to identify patients by
generation to better
meet expectations.

Vision Care
Seeing new opportunities
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Gen Z

Responding to significant shifts in the vision care landscape with a keener understanding of patients by generation not
Millennial
only helped elevate awareness of CareCredit as a payment solution, it also:
Gen X

■ Expanded ophthalmologist and refractive surgeon perceptions of CareCredit
and the ways it can be used to help patients of all ages and stages of care Millennial
Content marketing with
white papers and articles
explored the opportunities
and costs of advanced
eye treatments.

Boomer
Senior
Boomer

■ Enhanced the company’s stature and relationships with professional organizations
■ Increased editorial coverage in leading professional magazines and websites
Gen Z

■		 Established a greater presence in advanced vision care clinics with new B2B2C resources
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Help more patie

Help more patients see what’s possible.

Vision for the Ages continues as an evolutionary plan is underway for 2018: Vision Care for Every Age.
Gen Z
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LASIK
Brand strategy and
launch powered by
Stephens & Associates.
thebrandwhisperers.com
913-661-0910
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